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Investigative Activity:  Records Received; Document Review   

Activity Date:   8/4/2022    

Activity Location:  BCI   

Authoring Agent:  SA John Butterworth   

 

Narrative: 

On Friday, June 10, 2022, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent (SA) John 

Butterworth (SA Butterworth) received requested records and recordings from the Franklin 

County Sheriff’s Office (FCSO) Sgt. Billy Duffer. SA Butterworth had previously requested all 

dispatch records, audio recordings (radio, 911, and phone), mobile data terminal (MDT) 

communications, and any other dispatch/communications-related information for the following 

date and time period: June 7, 2022, at time of incident, until June 7, 2022, at end of incident. As 

a result of that request, the following items were received and reviewed: 

Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Records: 

A call detail sheet was provided by FCSO regarding a 911 call that was received reporting shots 

fired in the area of 3716 Minnesota Ave. A second call detail sheet was provided regarding the 

surveillance being conducted from 1827 hours until June 8, 2022 at 0407 hours, when the scene 

was cleared.  

Radio Traffic Recordings: 

FCSO provided radio traffic recordings from the incident. The radio traffic that has been provided 

was for Zone 2 cars from the sheriff’s office and Clinton Township Police Department officers of 

the shots fired call at Stelzer and Agler Roads. Numerous officers radioed they were en route and 

responding to the scene. Radio traffic can be heard requesting traffic be shut down in the area 

as well as radio traffic of officers arriving on scene. An estimated time of arrival for medics was 

also recorded along with traffic issues.  

911 Calls: 

A 911 call reporting shots fired from 3716 Minnesota Ave., was received from an unknown female 

caller. The caller reported 7, 8, or 9 gunshots that were heard coming from the area of the street 

north of Minnesota.  
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A second 911 call was received; however, the unknown female caller would not answer the 911 

operator who is heard saying “hello” several times. The unknown female caller is heard in the 

background saying something about “all cops, and no ambulance.” The unknown female caller is 

also heard saying “shot in his damn head, stupid.”  

Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) Communications: 

FCSO provided several pages of MDT communications that covered the time frame of June 7th, 

2022. For further information regarding MDT communications see attached pages.  

Other: 

A recording was provided by FCSO from a dispatcher or operator from FCSO contacted Columbus 

Police Department’s dispatch or operator requesting assistance with traffic in the area of the 

incident. FCSO requested a “couple” cars to shut down traffic in the area. The FCSO dispatcher 

or operator can be heard telling CPD’s dispatcher or operator that all officers were ok and that 

medical was being provided on the suspect. 

The records received were attached to this investigative report. The recordings referenced in this 

report are saved on a CD/DVD in the physical case file. Please refer to the attachments for further 

details. 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































